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Introduction to the Scripture

Today we’ll hear from Paul’s letter to the Philippians, one of my favorites. In the course of his ministry,
preaching, teaching, and helping to found faith communities around Asia Minor and the
Mediterranean, Paul wrote a lot of letters to churches: these letters and other letters written by
followers of his in his name make up a chunk of what we call the New Testament. Whatever he
thought of the churches that he maintained connections with, it is clear that he didn’t think of them
like a parent, necessarily, because Paul loved the Philippian church the best, he did not love his
churches equally.

So we’ll hear his final call to his favorite church folk today, and it is uplifting, and inspiring, and there is
one tiny detail of its writing that you would never guess by hearing it…One thing that in this section
you won’t hear Paul explain about his situation… and, well, we’ll get to that in a bit.

Sermon

Be The Church

http://bible.oremus.org/?passage=Philippians+4:4-9


So, we should explain a little what we’re up to today. Today is indeed our Outreach Sunday, and we
are honored to have our 2017 Outreach Grant recipients with us to receive them, and to share what is
going on in their lives and work with us after church.

It is also the first official Sunday of our Confirmation Program this year, so we can say welcome to the
confirmands as well. And welcome to your parents and mentors who are with you on this journey, too.

The theme that Mary and I have been exploring for this year’s Confirmation Program is Be the
Church, the collection of callings that we’ve had on the back side of the church here for quite some
time. A few years back, a creative team at the United Church of Christ had heard a phrase going
around: “Don’t just go to church, be the church.” They sought to try and get down what that might
look like in the world, if we truly went and lived that out.

Protect the environment
care for the poor
forgive often
reject racism
fight for the powerless
share earthly and spiritual resources
embrace diversity
love God
enjoy this life

After spending some time with these, I like them… Mary will share more next week, maybe about
some of the things we found ourselves wanting to add… but these are good, though I’ve told more
than a few folks that this is a list only the creators of the “Protestant Work Ethic” could make. These
are perhaps a little beyond what we might call a smart manageable attainable—whatever the rest of
that thing is… goal

Oh yeah, Remember that tiny detail about the letter to the Philippians I mentioned? This love letter of
rejoicing in communal love and giving? It was written from prison. There’s that part of being Christian,
too. Some of the most important writing of the Christian tradition has been written in jail.

You should read the rest of this letter. Its about loving and self-giving, about finding a calling far
outside yourself and being unafraid as you follow that, wherever it leads you… even to prison.
You should read Dietrich Bonhoeffer The Cost of Discipleship reminding you of how much that call on
our lives may cost us.
You should read Martin Luther King, Jr.’s Letter from a Birmingham Jail to hear the power of the
church called into action and activity for justice.

You don’t have to read them for next week, confirmands, don’t worry… but sometime, you should.
You don’t have to go to prison, either, yet.

All this, the big sweeping mission and vision of our faith in the midst of a world that feels just awfully
broken sometimes can be paralyzing. I can totally understand the desire to maybe just go to church,
and not worry about being the church. And that has always been a counter current… all of these
prison writers, they had plenty of church people asking if they could—just perhaps—tone it down a
bit.



One of the things you’ll find is that these writings, these powerful, almost impossible writings
describing the impossible and powerful choices that people of our faith made in trying to transform
the world: They all started small…

They started with noticing, with thinking on the things that call to us, that have a tiny hum of justice
and compassion in them… just noticing.

In this world, the most valuable thing you have is your attention. What you give it to can eat you alive
or set you—and others—free.

Dr. King, in the Letter from a Birmingham jail set out four stages to every campaign he ever took part
in:

gather the facts, all of them, gather the truth
negotiate as you can
purify yourself, by which he meant, make peace with what you’re willing to give to make changes
act 

ACT is the last step, and then you start all over again…

So to start on being the church, we might:

be in the environment
know the poor
understand how we have hurt others
including how we have participated in systems of racism
ask the powerless what they need
learn what resources we have to share
experience diversity
ask questions about God
live life

That’s a start. Because if you start with the noticing, you may find yourself creeping into hope. Which
may lead you all the way into action.

We invite our neighbors and partners in Outreach here each year because its a chance for us to give
and share of our communal life together. That’s what’s happening by the way: we entrust our Outreach
Team to pray and learn and discern and give away some of our communal life to make new life
outside these walls. Literally every dollar that’s going to support one of these organizations was a
dollar that came from a member of this church… that’s how our budget works.

But we don’t invite them for just that. We invite them because it empowers us to go out into the world
rejoicing. Even with so much that seems so disastrously wrong. Even with such daunting goals before
us like “Protect the environment.” Because today you don’t even have to squint to see there are
people who are giving their lives in love and service because they believe incredible, almost
impossible things

They believe that in a world where so many minds and bodies and spirits are locked away by poverty, or
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neglect, or abuse the arts can set our souls free and reconnect us to our common humanity.
That in the midst of a world that seems to obsess over how to measure or market our teenagers, that they
deserve places where they are truly loved and accepted not for how they perform, but for who they are: as
we would say, beloved in the image of God.
That those who suffer and sacrifice and pay the cost of our military choices as a nation (however we feel
about those choices) should have the chance for wholeness of body, mind, and spirit.
That in a world where sexual violence can be so normalized that it no longer shocks us and seems to
permeate every part of our culture, that survivors should be supported, believed, encouraged, and offered
what justice and what healing they need.
That all people deserve a place that welcomes them and makes a place for people to simply be, across all
divisions of
That in a world where we seem more divided than ever, faith communities of all our diversities can come
together to learn from one another and work with one another

And all of that would be completely unbelievable were it not for the fact that we are a people who have
believed for thousands of years that God saw us, in a broken hurting world, and thought the solution
was to come close to us as breathing, and know the injustice and pain and death itself… and by doing
so shook the very foundations of empires and rulers and laws… tombs and prisons breaking open all
over the place.

“Whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is pleasing,
whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence and if there is anything worthy of praise, think
about* these things.”

Thank you friends, for coming to be with us today, thank you for sharing what is true, honorable, just,
excellent, worthy… thank you for the ways you give of yourselves to our community. We see you, we
notice you, and we just can’t wait to see how we might join in.

1. “Letter from Birmingham Jail” pdf format from The Martin Luther King, Jr. Research and Education
Institute at Stanford.  ↩

http://okra.stanford.edu/transcription/document_images/undecided/630416-019.pdf

